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Description The PipeBurst Pro is a complete leak detection and flood prevention system. As a whole 
the system detects leaks using both point detection and flow-based detection. Once a leak 
has been detected, the WaterValve will close the water line, stopping the water at the 
source to prevent damage.

Detection Wireless and Wired sensors should be placed in likely places for leaks. These sensors will 
detect the physical presence of water with only 1/16” of water on the floor. Once water 
has been detected the wireless sensor will alert the VIP to close the WaterValve.
The FloMeter detects the amount of water flowing through the water line by the gallon. It 
will send this information to the VIP, and using preset parameters for home and away 
settings will detect unusual water usage as another type of leak detection. 

VIP The VIP coordinates information between our graphical user interface, app.ionleaks.com and the 
hardware components of the PBP4 system.

Actuated 
Valve

Upon the detection of a leak, PipeBurst Pro’s WaterValves close the water line immediately 
to stop water from flowing, resulting in minimal water damage.

Relay and 
Switch Device

The Relay and Switch Device communicates between two devices via dry contact outputs and 
inputs. This device allows for the communication of open/close signals to the Actuated Valve, the 
reception of water usage from the FloMeter and the integration of outside security systems. 

app.ionleaks.com Online interface for the entire system that allows for a user to view all their components present 
state, history and adjust settings. App.ionleaks.com even allows for a user to open/close their valve 
from any remote location!

Repeater Repeaters expand the wireless coverage for the system from the VIP. Up to 7 Repeaters can be 
added to the system.  

Remote 
Control

The Remote Control allows for an individual to toggle between two settings specified in 
app.ionleaks.com with just the push of a button.

Wireless Frequency 915MHZ

Power Supply 5VDC or 15VDC

Sizes ¾”, 1”, 1 ¼”, 1 ½”, 2”, 3”, Larger Special Order

Power Supply 12VDC

Power Supply 5VDC


